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Extend Straps - Make Harness Bigger

To get the best ﬁt, we recommend extending straps to its maximum length ﬁrst then tightening to correct ﬁt.

Neck Straps

* Pull the neck slider away from the logo bringing it closer to the front lead attachment point.
- Do this by holding the strap in one hand and moving the slider with the other..
* Ensure you slide through the guide loop if needed.
* Repeat for second strap.

Guide Loop

Largest Neck Position

Front Lead Attachment
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Chest Straps

* Unbuckle the chest strap.
* Move the slider towards the buckle leaving 1 inch of gap between buckle and slider for easy adjustment later.
- To ensure maximum extension, there should be no excess strap coming from slider. Please see below.
* Repeat on second strap.

End of strap should
be next to slider
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Largest Chest Position

*Leave 1 inch gap between buckle & slider

If end of strap is not next
to slider feed through slider.
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Tighten Straps - Make Harness Smaller

Test on your dog to gaugue adjustment. Logo should be on your dogs back. Tighten accordingly.

Neck Straps

* Pull sliders towards logo.
* Pull through the guide loop if required.
* Repeat on second strap

Minimum Neck Position

Side View
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Chest Straps

* Hold the slider with one hand & pull down on the strap as per below.
* Adjust until reduced to size and repeat on second strap.

Slider

Additional Adjustment

Buckle

Side View

Chest Strap Minimum Position

* If you need to go smaller, push the strap through the slider as below to reach minimum size.

Side View

Try it on your dog to see how it ﬁts & make additional adjustments if necessary.
Please contact us at support@embarkpets.com should you have any questions. We are always happy to help.
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